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CLARIFICATIONS

1. Whether the laws of Indigo are pari materia to the laws of India?
Yes
2. Whether Kinder Union (KU) is pari materia to European Union?
Yes
3. Valentino Corporation is established in which state? Indigo or Frank Republic?
VC is established in Indigo
4. What treaties are Frank Republic and Indigo signatories to? Or since its not
explicitly mentioned, it is assumed that they are signatories to all treaties relevant
to the organizations they're part of, such as WTO, UN, Security Council? Please
clarify, esp. treaties such as VCLT, GDPR, etc.
Assume that they are signatories to all of them.
5. Are the laws of Kinder Union analogous to that of European Union?(since in the
moot problem, if one clicks on "system of laws" in the third paragraph, it redirects
you to EU Law's Wikipedia Page.)
Same as 2
6. Is Ivy Leaks a data privacy expert or data privacy laws expert? (Since simply a
data privacy expert may mean one could be an engineer and doesn't have
substantial legal knowledge to be considered an authority.)
Data privacy expert in the field of law
7. Can we add on to issue of maintainability under 23(a) of the Moot Proposition?
No
8. Whether the Narco Analysis of the four arrested men was done seeking their
consent or was done without their consent.
The same was done without their consent.
9. Is the date i.e. "January 26, 2018" and "January 30, 2018" mentioned in the 21st
point of the moot proposition be "January 26, 2019" and "January 30, 2019"
respectively.
The year in both the dates is 2019

10. Whether the provisions of GDPR (apart from the ones mentioned in the treaty)
can be used as authoritative law for the purposes of this moot proposition?
Yes
11. Are these states, parties to any other convention or treaty other than the one
marked as "Annexure A"?
Yes. Kindly see clarifications No. 4
12. Which is the legislation by virtue of which the Frank government privatised
Twiggle?
Not relevant
13. In paragraph 23, the third issue on the respondent’s side is stated as: There has
been no violation of the right to privacy. Is there any change to this statement?
There is no change.
14. When did Twiggle start giving out cloud service facility? Is it in 2010 when it went
global (Para 5) or in September 2012 (Para 4)?
The same is mentioned in para 4 that it started in 2012.
15. Is Twiggle headquartered anywhere outside of Papertown?
Not relevant
16. When was the treaty formed and ratified
Not relevant
17. Whether the treaty is global or bilateral?
Bilateral
18. Can we add more issues or not?
No

